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Abstract

Humans are storytellers, even in communica-
tion scenarios which are assumed to be more
rationality-oriented, such as argumentation. In-
deed, supporting arguments with narratives or
personal experiences (henceforth, stories) is a
very natural thing to do – and yet, this phe-
nomenon is largely unexplored in computa-
tional argumentation. Which role do stories
play in an argument? Do they make the ar-
gument more effective? What are their narra-
tive properties? To address these questions, we
collected and annotated StoryARG, a dataset
sampled from well-established corpora in com-
putational argumentation (ChangeMyView and
RegulationRoom), and the Social Sciences (Eu-
ropolis), as well as comments to New York
Times articles. StoryARG contains 2451 tex-
tual spans annotated at two levels. At the ar-
gumentative level, we annotate the function of
the story (e.g., clarification, disclosure of harm,
search for a solution, establishing speaker’s au-
thority), as well as its impact on the effective-
ness of the argument and its emotional load. At
the level of narrative properties, we annotate
whether the story has a plot-like development,
is factual or hypothetical, and who the protago-
nist is.

What makes a story effective in an argument?
Our analysis of the annotations in StoryARG
uncover a positive impact on effectiveness for
stories which illustrate a solution to a problem,
and in general, annotator-specific preferences
that we investigate with regression analysis.

1 Introduction

Narratives and argumentation are deeply related:
this is a well established observation in psychol-
ogy and social science. Although stories per se
express something individual and concrete, they
allow people to draw conclusions about matters of
general interest, for example, social problems and
injustices - something general is expressed through
something concrete and can thus often be better

understood (Fisher, 1985). In addition, stories have
a unique effect on the recipient(s) (e.g., the other
participants in a discussion): they offer room for
interpretation, therefore encourage reflection, and
precisely because they are individual, the recipi-
ent is required to take on the perspective of the
other (Polletta and Lee, 2006; Hoeken and Fikkers,
2014), a quality that is becoming increasingly im-
portant in times of growing political polarization.

On the side of computational argumentation re-
search, however, the role of narratives and personal
experiences has barely been investigated, since
in argumentative contexts they are often regarded
as rather second-class (not logical, not verifiable).
With our paper, the resource it presents, and the
analysis we carry out, we aim at building a fine-
grained empirical picture of this phenomenon, cru-
cial both in terms of its persuasiveness within an
argument and its contribution to interpersonal com-
munication.

While there are existing datasets that make it
possible to develop classification methods to de-
tect stories in argumentative texts (Park and Cardie,
2014; Song et al., 2016; Falk and Lapesa, 2022)
the next step to be made is to understand these
stories in terms of both their argumentative func-
tion and narrative properties. This paper presents
StoryARG, a novel dataset that can be used to get a
finer-grained picture of this phenomenon, helping
filling an important gap in the study of "everyday"
argumentation.

StoryARG has several novel features. First,
it is based on a compilation of datasets that are
well-established in computational argumentation
(ChangeMyView (Egawa et al., 2019), Regulation-
Room (Park and Cardie, 2018)) and Social Sci-
ences (Europolis (Gerber et al., 2018)). This will
allow us and others to exploit already available
annotations to explore further research questions.
Additionally, we included a newly collected sam-
ple: user comments to New York Times articles
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on veganism. Second, our interdisciplinary annota-
tion schema is unique in that it integrates both the
argumentative and the narrative perspective.

The argumentative layers we annotate are related
to the argumentative function of the story (disclo-
sure of harm, search for a solution, clarification,
establishing speakers’ authority) as well as to the
effectiveness of the argument, its stance and main
claim. Additionally, it has been shown that emo-
tions play a role in the persuasiveness of a story as
they enable the listener to better empathize with it
(Nabi and Green, 2014).

At the narrative level, we annotate whether the
story has a clear plot or not, who is the protago-
nist (an individual, a group), whether the story is
hypothetical or factual, as well as the narrative per-
spective (first hand vs. second hand) As a result,
StoryARG contains 9 annotation layers, is anno-
tated by 4 annotators and consists of a total of 2,451
instances in the context of 507 documents over the
four corpora.

Do stories make an argument stronger? The an-
notations in StoryARG allow us to tackle a crucial
question in the Social Sciences in the context of
deliberative theory (Habermas, 1996): i.e. how
do narratives affect the quality of a contribution?
Our analysis shows that stories that illustrate a so-
lution to a problem are perceived as more effective.
Annotator-specific preferences highight the subjec-
tivity of the task: in the spirit of recent develop-
ments in perspectivism in NLP (Basile, 2020; Uma
et al., 2022) we don’t disregard them but integrate
them in our regression analysis.

2 Related Work

(Computational) Linguistics Probably the earliest
contributions to narratives in argumentation date
back to antiquity where they were considered in
the context of persuasion. According to Aristotle,
they can serve to present the narrator as particu-
larly credible, give them authority or to illustrate
a point of view. Aristotle distinguishes between
factual examples (for example, a historical event
is transferred to the present or future and used as
an analogy) and fictional examples (e.g. fables
that illustrate a moral) (Aristotle, 1998). What is
important for persuasion is not fundamentally the
factuality of the story, but how plausible it seems.

In argument theory and argument mining, narra-
tives and experiences are most frequently analyzed
when serving as premises and have been analyzed

as part of different argument schemes (Walton et al.,
2008; Schröter, 2021). The most common schema
is the argument of analogy (Walton, 2014) (the
narrative or experience serves as an example from
which a general conclusion can be derived) and
the argument from authority / expert (Kienpointner,
1992) (a statement is valid because this person is
an expert in a certain field of competence). These
schemes also serve as the basis for existing work
in computational linguistics that develop different
annotation frameworks for argumentative texts in
order to automatically classify types of claims and
premises (Park et al., 2015b), study different flows
of evidence types (Al-Khatib et al., 2017) or their
effectiveness as a persuasion strategy (Wang et al.,
2019). Depending on the research focus, the target
phenomenon is termed and defined differently, for
example, as anecdote (Song et al., 2016), testimony
(Park and Cardie, 2018; Egawa et al., 2019; Al-
Khatib et al., 2016), experiential knowledge (Park
and Cardie, 2014) or personal story (Wang et al.,
2019). This includes personal accounts, concrete
events but also personal experiences with no narra-
tive structure.

Social Science While this type of premise is stud-
ied in linguistics and computational linguistics
more in terms of formal and structural properties,
social science focuses on the role of narratives in
the context of communication or deliberation with
other people. The different types of narratives in
arguments are often summarized under the more
general term ’storytelling’. This phenomenon is
considered, for example, in deliberation theory as
an alternative form of reasoning and both positive
and negative effects on the success of the delib-
eration process are examined here (Gerber et al.,
2018). Apart from the fact that storytelling, as
a simpler form of reasoning, allows all kinds of
groups and social classes to access and participate
in discourses, it plays a key role regardless of social
background, as it takes on important cognitive and
social functions, such as individual and collective
identity formation, sharing socio-cultural knowl-
edge, empathy and perspective-taking and guiding
decision processes (Polletta and Lee, 2006; Black,
2008; Esau, 2018; Dillon and Craig, 2021).

The existing literature shows that there is no
prevailing definition of arguments and narratives.
The phenomenon includes complex personal expe-
riences, as well as micro-stories, everyday narra-
tives, anecdotes, and historical events. Narratives
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can be fully fleshed out (plot-like structure) or frag-
mented and implied. With this work, we propose
a unified definition of narrative in argumentation
which includes all the above mentioned variants.
We do not limit ourselves to one type of narrative
but rather annotate certain characteristics of the di-
verse types of narratives we find in argumentation.
These characteristics allow for the grouping of the
stories according to certain criteria. Thus, future
research contributions can use the dataset together
with the criteria to apply their desired definition of
narratives in a specific context. With respect to the
functions of narratives in argumentation, our an-
notation is based on the social science framework
proposed by Maia et al. (2020), which we discuss
in detail in section 4.3. We deliberately choose an
interdisciplinary perspective here, as this has not
yet been sufficiently explored with respect to the
phenomenon in computational linguistics.

3 Corpus construction

We select sources from Argument Mining and So-
cial Science that have already been annotated with
some notion of storytelling, and add a sample of
user comments about a controversial topic: vegan-
ism.

3.1 Source Data

Regulation Room We use 200 comments from
the Cornell eRulemaking Corpus (CDCP) (Park
and Cardie, 2018), which is based on the online
deliberation platform regulationroom.org. On
this platform users engage in discussions about
proposed regulations by institutions or companies.
In our corpus, we use comments from two dis-
cussions: banning peanut products from airlines
to protect passengers with allergies (henceforth,
peanuts, 150 comments) and consumer debt col-
lection practices in the US (henceforth, cdcp, 50
comments). The comments from cdcp have been
annotated with testimony on the span-level, based
on an annotation schema developed by (Park et al.,
2015a).
Change My View (CMV) We use 150 comments
from the subreddit ChangeMyView, used in previ-
ous work to identify different types of premises,
among which, testimony (Egawa et al., 2019).
Europolis This corpus was constructed based on
a face-to-face deliberative discussion initiated by
the European Union (Gerber et al., 2018). The cor-
pus contains speech transcripts in German, English

(professionally translated from Polish) and French.
We annotate the 57 English spoken contributions
that had originally been annotated with storytelling
at the document level.
NYT Comments This subset consists of user com-
ments posted below New York Times articles ar-
ticles about the topic veganism. We annotate 100
comments.

3.2 Sampling Procedure

When source corpora were already annotated (cdcp,
CMV, Europolis) we used the comments that con-
tained testimonies or storytelling according to the
gold label from the original annotation. When such
annotation was not available (peanuts, NYT) we
employed the models by Falk and Lapesa (2022)
to sample comments for annotation. For the peanut
thread and the NYT Comments we used text-
classification models that were trained to detect
the notion of storytelling as defined in the original
annotation of the same corpus (so in the case of
the peanut thread we used a model trained to detect
testimonies using the gold labels from regulation
room) or based on a mixed-domain model (for the
NYT Comments we used a model trained on a
concatenation of the existing gold annotations for
both storytelling and testimony (CMV, Regulation
Room and Europolis). We sampled comments from
these two subsets that received high probabilities
for storytelling. This sampling procedure makes
the annotation more feasible as the human annota-
tors would not have to read whole documents that
in the end do not contain any stories or experiences.
Table 1 provides an overview of the documents
selected from the different source corpora.

source data thread genre #(doc) #(tok)

Europolis immigration spoken discuss. 57 128
Regulation Room peanuts online discuss. 150 402
Regulation Room cdcp online discuss. 50 253
CMV diverse reddit thread 150 495
NYT comments veganism newspaper com-

ments
100 150

Table 1: Source data of the annotation study with cor-
responding number of documents and mean document
length (in tokens).

4 Annotation

In what follows, we talk the reader through the an-
notation layers. The full annotation guidelines can
be found in Appendix Section C, along with more
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Annotation Layer labels property

document level

stance CLEAR, UNCLEAR argumentative
claim free text argumentative

span level

experience type STORY, EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE narrative
protagonist1 INDIVIDUAL, GROUP, NON-HUMAN narrative
protagonist2 INDIVIDUAL, GROUP, NON-HUMAN narrative
proximity FIRST-HAND, SECOND-HAND, OTHER narrative
hypothetical TRUE, FALSE narrative
argumentative function CLARIFICATION, DISCLOSURE OF HARM, SEARCH FOR SOLU-

TION, ESTABLISH BACKGROUND
argumentative

effectiveness LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH argumentative
emotional appeal LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH

Table 2: Annotation layers and corresponding labels: overview

details on the annotation procedure (Appendix sec-
tion A).

4.1 Extraction of Stories and Testimonials
First, the annotators had to evaluate for each docu-
ment whether or not it contained a clear argumen-
tative position (stance). If so, they were asked to
briefly name or summarize it (claim). Next, they
had to mark each span that was part of an experi-
ence. In the following we describe the narrative
and argumentative properties that were annotated
on the span-level (for each experience separately).

4.2 Narrative properties
Experience Type This category defines the degree
of narrativity of an experience. A STORY follows a
plot-like structure (e.g. has an introduction, middle
section or conclusion) or contains a sequence of
events. The annotators were instructed to pay atten-
tion to temporal adverbs as potential markers on the
linguistic surface. The experience was labelled as
EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE in case the discourse
participant would mention personal experience as
background knowledge (e.g. as a peanut-allergy
sufferer), mentioning of recurring situations or the
fragmentary recall of an event without sequentially
recounting it.

In addition to marking a span as an experience,
and indicating the experience type (story vs. ex-
periential knowledge), annotators were asked to
mark linguistic cues that they felt indicated such
experiences. Marking such cues was optional and
annotators were not bound to a minimum or maxi-
mum number of cues.

Protagonist For this annotation layer, the annota-
tors had to select what type of main protagonists
play a role in the experience. They had to define
at least one, possibly two main protagonists out
of three possible labels: INDIVIDUAL, GROUP or
NON-HUMAN. An INDIVIDUAL refers to a person, a
GROUP to a larger collective (e.g. the students, the
immigrants) and NON-HUMAN describes institutions
or companies.
Proximity This category determines the narrative
perspective or narrative proximity. The story or ex-
perience can be either FIRST-HAND, SECOND-HAND
(for example, the person tells about an experience
that happened to a friend), or OTHER if the narrator
does not know anyone of the protagonists person-
ally (or the source is unclear).
Hypothetical This boolean label captures whether
a story is factual or fictional (hypothetical). This
frequently occurs when discourse participants de-
velop a story as part of a thought experiment, e.g.
Imagine being a lonely child...
Emotional Load The annotators were asked to rate
the emotional load of a story on a 3-point scale.

4.3 Argumentative properties
The following annotation layers are more subjec-
tive and are based on an evaluation of the story
regarding its argumentative goal and its effect on
the target audience.
Argumentative Function This annotation layer
aims to further categorize the experiences into one
of four potential functions. The functions stem
from a Social Science Framework (Maia et al.,
2020) on which we also base our description in
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the annotation guidelines. However, we tried to
simplify the wording and added illustrative exam-
ples for each function.
CLARIFICATION: this function is most closely

related to the purpose of using the story as an anal-
ogy to make a more general statement about an
issue. The story helps the discourse participant to
illustrate their point of view or motivation. It can
also be part of supporting identity formation, for
example a participant describes their own habits of
the vegan lifestyle in order to establish a collective
identity of people following that kind of lifestyle.
DISCLOSURE OF HARM: This function can be as-

signed to stories with a negative sentiment. A re-
port of a negative experience to trigger empathy and
reveal injustice and disadvantages towards certain
groups. In a weaker sense these can be disadvan-
tages resulting from certain circumstances, in the
worse case, they are experiences of discrimination,
exploitation or stigmatization.
SEARCH FOR SOLUTION: In contrast to a disclo-

sure of harm, a story can be used to propose a
solution, to positively highlight certain established
policies or concrete implementations, or, especially
in the case of controversial discussions, to aim at
dispute resolution.
ESTABLISH BACKGROUND: This function is re-

lated to the purpose of establishing oneself as an
‘expert’ about a certain topic or to make it clear
that what is being discussed is within their scope
of one’s own competence. This can help to gain
more credibility. This function frequently occurs in
the beginning of an argument to establish the back-
ground of the discourse participant and themselves
as an authority. This function was not originally
part of the framework by Maia et al. (2020) but
was added as an additional function after the first
revision of the guidelines.
Effectiveness This layer captures the annotators
perceived effectiveness of a story within the argu-
mentative context. The annotators where asked to
rate this on a 3-point scale: does the story makes
the overall contribution stronger?

The upper example in Table 3 illustrates a story
(sequence of actions, plot structure realized for
example through ’once’ and ’it was not until’)
about a concrete event that happened on to a fam-
ily on a flight. It describes a negative experience
in which the family felt disadvantaged because of
their child’s peanut allergy (DISCLOSURE OF HARM)
and is narrated in the first person. The lower expe-

rience (Table 3) is a fictional, potentially recurring
experience (EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE) intended
to illustrate the new form of bullying in the digi-
tal age in contrast to traditional bullying situations.
The narrator takes on an observer’s perspective
(OTHER – they have not experienced what is being
told themselves) and places the schoolchildren as
a collective (GROUP) into the focus of this victim
story (DISCLOSURE OF HARM).

5 Quantitative Properties

Experiences Spans and Types Out of 507 docu-
ments, 483 documents contain at least one experi-
ence and the annotators extracted a total of 2,451
experiences out of which 2,385 are connected to
clear argumentative position. For most of the doc-
uments, the number of extracted spans for each
document ranges between 1 and 5 spans

The majority of the spans range between 20 and
500 tokens; again there is a long tail of spans that
deviate from this range and are very long (more
than 1000 tokens). As expected, stories have more
tokens on average (mean = 353) than spans of
experiential knowledge (mean = 215) since these
are narratives with a sequential character.

Comparing the different sub-corpora we can see
that CMV and peanuts contain the highest number
of spans, while Europolis, NYT comments and
cpcp contain a less spans (Figure 1; CMV also
has the longest average token length and NYT the
shortest). On top of that we can observe that stories
are less frequent than experiential knowledge.

Figure 1: distribution of stories and experiential knowl-
edge per sub-corpus.

Proximity and protagonist While more per-
sonal experiences (first- or second-hand) of-
ten talk about individuals (FIRST-HAND=61%,
SECOND-HAND=58%), stories whose narrative per-
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Claim marked span Properties

ban of serving peanuts
if allergic people are on
the flight

We have several times had issues with airlines not caring about
the allergies. One Continental Flight attendant once insisted on
that it was a rule that she had to serve peanuts to us and everyone
around us even though we had informed them before hand that
we had peanut allergies. I believe Continental since has stopped
serving peanuts, but it was very unpleasant and we had to give
Benadryl to our then 2 year old as he started wheezing. it was not
until he was wheezing that the flight attendant was kind enough
to inform the Captain and take back the peanuts!

Experience Type: STORY
Hypothetical: False
Protagonist: INDIVIDUAL
Proximity: FIRST-HAND
Function: DISCLOSURE
OF HARM
Emotional Appeal: 2
Effectiveness: 3

Cyberbullying makes
bullying more ubiqui-
tous

Instead of having to wait until after lunch or the corner of the
playground at recess where the teacher can’t see, these kids have
smartphones and can say hurtful things from anywhere, any time
of the day. Instead of a kid getting called a faggot at school once
or twice a day he’s getting facebook messages about how he
should go kill himself.

Experience Type: EXPERI-
ENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
Hypothetical: True
Protagonist: GROUP
Proximity: OTHER
Function: CLARIFICA-
TION;DISCLOSURE OF
HARM
Emotional Appeal: 2
Effectiveness: 3

Table 3: Two example experience spans with corresponding annotations.

spective is more general or from an observer’s point
of view (other) more often talk about groups or in-
stitutions (GROUP=36%, NON-HUMAN=43%). Thus,
the experiences can be arranged on a scale between
personal (here individuals rather play the main role)
and general (a collective or certain, social circum-
stances are in the foreground).

We can also observe differences with respect to
proximity and protagonists when comparing the
different sub-corpora. If we compare the distribu-
tion of narrative proximity across the sub-corpora
we can see that first-hand stories are most frequent
(76%) and second-hand stories are quite rare (10%)
(more cases can be found in peanuts (15%). For Eu-
ropolis, on the other hand, most experiences are re-
ported from an external perspective (OTHER = 48%,
FIRST-HAND = 42%).

We can observe a similar trend when we com-
pare the main characters of the stories. The indi-
vidual plays a more important role in CMV (57%),
cdcp (52%) and peanuts (66%) while for Europo-
lis and the NYT comments stories are more often
about collectives, such as groups or institutions
(Europolis: GROUP=56%, NON-HUMAN=24%; NYT
comments: GROUP=21%, NON HUMAN=43%). On
the one hand, this makes sense, since the topics of
immigration and veganism are political topics of
interest to society as a whole, whereas the other dis-
cussions tend to involve everyday topics with less
social relevance. On the other hand, the setup of the
discussions also plays a role: the discussion in Eu-
ropolis is deliberative and conducted on a European

level, therefore the participants see themselves as
representatives of a larger collective (their coun-
try) and consequently more often take a broader
perspective.
Argumentative Function Regarding the distri-
bution of argumentative functions, we find that
the amount of ESTABLISH BACKGROUND and
CLARIFICATION is a lot higher than the more spe-
cific types DISCLOSURE OF HARM and SEARCH FOR
SOLUTION (clarification=43%, background=38%,
harm=10%, solution=9%). Comparing the two
more specific functions, NYT comments shows
a lot more solution-oriented experiences than dis-
closures of harms (15% vs. 3%). In this discourse,
people often share positive experiences with the ve-
gan lifestyle to illustrate the benefits of this on ev-
eryday life. There are also more solution-oriented
experiences in Europolis (11%) - a corpus with a
strong deliberative focus in which moderators fa-
cilitate productive and solution-oriented discussion.
In peanuts and cdcp many experiences about harm
are shared (12% and 21%, respectively), for exam-
ple, by allergy sufferers who feel unfairly treated
and disadvantaged and who want to trigger empa-
thy and understanding in the other discourse partic-
ipants by highlighting their suffering, to achieve a
change in the regulations.

5.1 Agreement

Although the annotation study was designed as an
extractive task, we can merge extracted experience
spans based on token overlap to be able to compute
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agreement and to assess how many distinct stories
have been identified by our annotators. We merge
spans based on the relative amount of shared tokens
(token overlap). Given two spans, we compute the
relative overlap by dividing the number of over-
lapping tokens by the maximum number of tokens
that are spanned by the two. Note that there are
also many experiences only extracted by one of the
annotators (little to no token overlap). Around 500
groups can be extracted that contain experiences
which have the exact same start and end token and
that the number increases with a higher tolerance
in overlap (∼700 stories share 60% overlap, ∼800
share at least 40%).

We compute the agreement taking different sub-
sets of the data with different tolerance levels for
token overlap (0.6, 0.8 and 1.0). We compute Krip-
pendorff’s alpha as it can express inter-rater reli-
ability independent of the number of annotators
and for incomplete data. The values range between
-1 (systematic disagreement) and 1 (perfect agree-
ment).

Annotation Layer α (0.6) α (0.8) α (1.0)

experience type 0.53 0.52 0.47
proximity 0.56 0.57 0.57
hypothetical 0.68 0.75 0.77
emotional load 0.31 0.34 0.36

argumentative function 0.04 0.05 0.04
effectiveness 0.09 0.10 0.10

Table 4: Krippendorff’s alpha for different ranges of
token overlap.

Table 4 depicts the agreement for each annota-
tion layer. It becomes evident that there is a large
difference between the narrative properties (mod-
erate to high agreement) and the argumentative
properties (low to no agreement). For most layers
the token overlap plays a role – the more over-
lap between experiences, the higher the agreement
(except experience type). Effectiveness and the ar-
gumentative function are highly subjective which
calls for a closer investigation of annotator-specific
differences (see Section 6).

Figure 2 illustrates the confusion matrix for
each argumentative function. Here we can
see that CLARIFICATION is often annotated as
ESTABLISH BACKGROUND and vice versa. Further-
more, ESTABLISH BACKGROUND is frequently an-
notated with other functions. For the more spe-
cific functions DISCLOSURE OF HARM and SEARCH
FOR SOLUTION, ESTABLISH BACKGROUND is also

frequently annotated. We conclude that the func-
tions do not allow for distinctive classification, but
that an experience can take on several argumen-
tative functions. It is difficult for the annotators
to select a dominant one, which is why a multi-
label annotation makes more sense. We can add
this annotation layer using token-overlap: for each
experience in the dataset, we therefore add any
additional argumentative functions made by other
annotators for that experience.

6 Analysis: what makes experiences
effective in an argument?

In order to investigate which characteristics of ex-
periences influence the annotators’ perceived effec-
tiveness of the experience in the argument, we per-
form a regression analysis on our dataset. Which
types of experiences are perceived as more or less
effective?

The regression model contains effectiveness on
a continuous scale (1 – 3, from low to high) as a
dependent variable (DV) and the annotated prop-
erties (narrative and argumentative) of the experi-
ences as independent variables (IV). Each anno-
tated instance with a clear argumentative position
represents a data point, we drop all instances with
missing values in any of the annotation layers or
an unclear stance (n = 2,367).

Besides the annotated properties we add the num-
ber of tokens as a continuous IV and convert the
labels of emotional appeal to a continuous scale (1 –
3). Since we saw that the perceived effectiveness of
experiences is subjective, we add the annotator as
an IV to the model. This allows us to uncover gen-
eral trends but also annotator-specific differences.
The following formula describes the full model
with 8 IVs and all two-way interactions.1.

Effectiveness ∼ (ExperienceType +
ArgFunction + EmotionalAppeal + hypothetical +
proximity + protagonist+ tokens + annotator)ˆ2

We perform a step-wise model selection 2 to reduce
the complexity of the model. We estimate the best
fit in terms of adjusted R2 (proportion of explained
variance). The final model explains 31% of the
variance. The most explanatory variables are the
annotator (13.41%), the experience type (3.42%),
the argumentative function (4.38%), the number of
tokens (2.7%) and emotional appeal (1.4%). 3

1Three-way interactions did not improve the fit signifi-
cantly

2stepAIC function, MASS package in R.
3Refer to Appendix table 5 for an overview of the full
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Figure 2: confusion matrix for each argumentative function.

Which properties have the greatest effect on
the perceived effectiveness?

The forest plot in figure 3 illustrates which val-
ues of the corresponding properties have the great-
est impact on the effectiveness. In general expe-
riences with stronger narrative character (Experi-
enceType = STORY) are perceived as more effective
as well as those that are more affective (higher
values for emotional appeal) or longer (higher num-
ber of tokens). These findings are consistent with
findings from psychology: stories are particularly
compelling when they ‘transport’ the listener to an-
other world (narrative transportation), or in other
words, when they stimulate a stronger narrative
engagement (Nabi and Green, 2014; Green, 2021).

For the categorical IVs protagonist and argumen-
tative function we can compare all values with the
effect plots in Appendix Figure 3.4 We can observe
that predicted effectiveness increases with speci-
ficity of argumentative function (increase from
clarification to background to harm to solution),
and SEARCH FOR SOLUTION predicts the highest
effectiveness indicating a preference for solution-
oriented experiences. With regard to the protago-
nists, the effectiveness increases from individual to
general. Experiences in which a collective is the
focus (group or country / institution) are perceived
as more effective.

Annotator preferences for argumentative
functions

Figure 4(a) visualizes the predicted effectiveness
for the interaction between the annotator and the
argumentative functions. We can see that different
annotators prefer different argumentative functions
when it comes to perceived effectiveness. Annota-
tor 3 and 4 show a similar trend (comparable to the
single effect): more specific functions (e.g. harm
or solution) lead to an increase in predicted effec-
tiveness, compared to the more general functions

model breakdown of relative explained variance and p-values)
4Effect plots were generated with the ggeffects package:

https://strengejacke.github.io/ggeffects/.

Figure 3: Standardized beta values of selected terms
(most explanatory regr. model, R2 = 32%): forest plot

(clarification, establish background) (the yellow
and the orange line have a similar gradient across
the functions). Opposed to that, annotator 1 clearly
prefers search for solution over the other functions
(highest peak for this function in the red line) while
annotator 2 shows the opposite trend and perceives
disclosures of harm as more effective (peak for this
function in the blue line).

Fictional stories are less effective when cred-
ibility is important Finally, we can also observe
differences in the perception of the effectiveness of
fictional versus factual narratives when they take on
different argumentative functions. While fictional
stories are perceived as effective in clarification and
solution, the fictional character has a negative influ-
ence in establish background and harm: compare,
in Figure 4(b), the increase in the blue line (factual
stories) vs. drop in the silver line (fictional stories)
for these functions. This indicates that credibility
plays an important role when stories are used to
establish the narrator as an expert or to elicit em-
pathetic reactions with a harmful experience. The
fictional nature of the experience could diminish
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(a) Interaction: annotator and argumentative function (b) Interaction: hypothetical and argumentative function

Figure 4: Marginalized effect of interaction terms

authenticity, or, in the case of negative experiences,
the audience is more likely to feel empathy if the
experience happened to a person in reality.

7 Conclusion

The role played by personal narratives in argumen-
tation is widely acknowledged in the Social Sci-
ences but so far not investigated in computational
argumentation. StoryARG, the resource released in
this paper, and the analysis we conduct is the first
step towards filling this gap.

The interdisciplinary annotation scheme of Stor-
yARG makes it unique in the landscape of research
on computational argumentation: we integrate ar-
gumentative layers and narrative layers, thus uncov-
ering interaction between the different facets of the
phenomenon (e.g., positive impact on effectiveness
for longer stories with a plot-like development).
Crucially, the annotator-specific preferences un-
covered in our annotations place our work in the
broader debate on perspectivism and the impor-
tance of looking at disagreements as a resource and
not as a bug.

StoryARG is sampled from existing reference
corpora (plus a novel, out-of-domain sample), mak-
ing the year-long effort invested in its annota-
tion sustainable as our annotations can be com-
pared with available ones for the same datasets.
The dataset and annotation guidelines can be
accessed via https://github.com/Blubberli/
storyArg.

Limitations

The data set presented is still quite small for
machine-learning models, as is the number of anno-
tators (and thus the demographic diversity). Since
the annotation required a lot of human effort, we
chose fewer, but experienced, student assistants as
annotators to ensure a high quality of the annota-
tions.

The agreement for effectiveness and argumenta-
tive function is low. To address this weakness we
used the following strategies: a) An examination of
the confusion matrices reveals that the annotation
scheme is not exclusive, that is, a story can take on
multiple argumentative functions. We therefore in-
clude different, aggregated versions of our dataset
that include this annotation layer as a multi-label
layer (see Section 4). b) We address the subjectivity
of the two annotation layers in a regression anal-
ysis (Section 6). The interactions between each
annotator and certain annotated properties show
annotator-specific differences, which should also
not be ignored in the modeling.

A crowd-sourcing study could build on the initial
findings and collect more annotations for effective-
ness to investigate perspectivism in this context.
Finally, we lacked sufficient space to analyze the
existing annotations of the sub-corpora of our re-
source (e.g. testimony in CMV and Regulation
Room) and discuss them with our new annotations.
We see this as an opportunity for future work.
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Ethics Statement

Recent studies show that experiences and stories
in argumentation can help bridge disagreements,
especially when it comes to moral beliefs (Kubin
et al., 2021). This is especially the case when expe-
riences of harm are involved. The risk is that these
are perceived as more credible than facts. Our pre-
sented data set contains such experiences and can
possibly be misused to develop models that auto-
matically generate such experiences. These can
be used in political discourse for manipulation: it
is much more difficult to check whether a story is
‘fake’ because it does not contain verifiable facts.
Another risk is the training of models that extract
personal information (since the data set contains
personal experiences, such a model would be pos-
sible in principle).
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Appendix

A Annotation procedure

We conducted the annotation study in 5 rounds.
The first round was used as a pilot study to refine the guidelines. We discussed the the initial guidelines

with a hired student who then annotated 15 comments. The guidelines were updated based on feedback
and a discussion of this pilot study.

The second round was a training for our main annotators and consisted of 35 documents to clarify their
questions. The guidelines were updated again with more guidance about difficult or unclear cases.

In the following three rounds the students annotated the 507 documents from this dataset. We hired 4
students (2 male, 2 female): three Master students in Computational Linguistics ( who have all participated
in an Argument Mining course and thus have a background in this domain) and one Master student of
Digital Humanities. All have a very high level of English proficiency (one native speaker). Countries of
origin: Canada, Pakistan, Germany. The annotators were aware that the data from the annotation study
was used for the research purposes of our project. We had continuous contact with them through the study
and were always available to answer questions.

The students annotators have been paid 12,87 Euro per hour. The two female students annotated
all three rounds, the male students annotated 2 rounds. As a result the first round was annotated by 4
annotators and the second and third by three. The entire study required a human effort of 400 hours
(including meetings to discuss the annotations) over a period of approximately one year.

The study was conducted using the annotation tool INCEpTION (Klie et al., 2018). All annotator
names are anonymized in the release of StoryARG.

B Regression analysis: details

Table 5 shows all terms of the most explanatory regression model for predicting effectiveness annotations
in StoryARG. The total amount of explained variance is 32.69 %.

Figure 5 visualizes the effects for argumentative function and protagonist. An increase in the corre-
sponding lines means an increase in the perceived effectiveness for a certain value.

Df Pr(F) explvar
annotator 3 0.00 13.41
Functionsofpersonalexperiences 3 0.00 4.38
ExperienceType 1 0.00 3.42
tokens 1 0.00 2.70
Emotionalappeal 1 0.00 1.40
Functionsofpersonalexperiences:annotator 9 0.00 1.28
annotator:tokens 3 0.00 1.14
Functionsofpersonalexperiences:Hypothetical 3 0.00 0.94
Proximity:annotator 6 0.00 0.91
Hypothetical:annotator 3 0.00 0.61
Emotionalappeal:annotator 3 0.00 0.57
Functionsofpersonalexperiences:Protagonist 6 0.02 0.45
ExperienceType:tokens 1 0.00 0.33
Emotionalappeal:tokens 1 0.00 0.33
Protagonist 2 0.02 0.23
Hypothetical:Protagonist 2 0.04 0.19
Hypothetical 1 0.02 0.16
Proximity 2 0.11 0.13
ExperienceType:Proximity 2 0.16 0.11
ExperienceType:Hypothetical 1 0.77 0.00
Hypothetical:Proximity 2 0.97 0.00
sum R2 32.69

Table 5: Terms of the most explanatory regression model for predicting effectiveness, with degrees of freedom,
statistical significance and explained variance.
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(a) argumentative function (b) protagonist

Figure 5: Single effects of argumentative function and protagonist for the final regression model. A positive effect
(increase in the line) indicates that the corresponding level leads to a higher predicted effectiveness (reference level
is the left-most label).
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C Annotation Guidelines

Introduction

When people discuss with each other, they often not only rely on rational arguments, but also support their
points of view with alternative forms of communication, for example, they share personal experiences.
This happens above all in less formal contexts, i.e. when people or citizens discuss certain topics online or
in small groups. The goal of the annotation study is to investigate where in the arguments the personal
experiences are described, what functions they take within such arguments and what effect they can have
on the other participants in the discourse.

At the core of the annotation is the discourse contribution or post that contains a personal experience.
In the context of the whole contribution and with regard to the discourse topic, some properties of the
experience will then be annotated in more detail.

Instructions

Go to https://7c2696e6-eca6-4631-8b71-f3f912d92cf5.ma.bw-cloud-instance.org/login.
html to open the annotation platform inception. Sign in with your User ID and password. Select
the project StorytellingRound3 and then Annotation. You will see a list of documents that can be annotated.
Once you select a document you will see the document view.

Each document is a contribution (either a comment from a discussion forum or a spoken contribution
from a group discussion). In your settings increase the number of lines displayed on one page (e.g. 20) so
that it is likely that you will see the whole contribution. The first line displays the underlying corpus.

Figure 6: Document view: The first line (orange) is the source of the contribution. On the right side (green) you can
select different layers

As a first step you should read the document / post and try to understand and note down the position of
the author. Then you should mark all experiences and annotate several properties for each of these.

Stance

Select the layer stance. Because inception doesn’t allow document-based annotations you have to select
the first line of the document, which contains the information about the source of the contribution (see
figure 7).

Figure 7: General Stance: Select the layer stance and mark the first line (green). Then you should annotate whether
the position is CLEAR or UNCLEAR for the whole contribution

Before you annotate make sure you have read the corpus-specific information: for each source you
find general information about the topics discussed and the type of data (e.g. for Europolis, the information
can be read in section C).
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Read the contribution. Does the contribution explicitly or implicitly express an opinion on a certain
issue? The issue can be explicitly mentioned (e.g. "I think peanuts should be completely banned from
airplanes") or left implicit because it is one of the issues discussed in general (check the corresponding
section on the source of the contribution to find a list of concrete issues being discussed) or because
the author agrees or disagrees with another author ("I agree / disagree with X..."). Write down the
position or idea that is conveyed within this post into the corresponding csv file. The csv file contains two
columns: the ID of the document and the second column should contain the position of the corresponding
contribution and should be filled out by you; e.g. if your document is the one of Figure 7 you should note
down the position of the author into the column next to ’cmv77’. If you cannot identify a position or
opinion within the contribution, select UNCLEAR.

Europolis
This source is a group discussion of citizens from different European countries about the EU and the topic
immigration. The contribution can convey a position towards one of the following targets:

• illegal immigrants should be legalized

• we should build walls and seal borders

• illegal immigrants should be sent back home

• integration / assimilation is a good solution for (illegal) immigration

• immigration should be controlled for workers with skills that are needed in a country

• immigration increases crime in our society

• Muslim immigrants threaten culture

Regulation Room
The regulation room is an online platform where citizens can discuss specific regulations that are proposed
by companies and institutes and that will affect everyday life of customers or employers.

Peanut allergy
The target of the discussion is the following:

• The use of peanut products on airplanes should be restricted (e.g. completely banned, only be
consumed in a specific area, banned if peanut allergy sufferers are on board).

You can have a look on the platform and the discussion about peanut product regulations via this link:
http://archive.regulationroom.org/airline-passenger-rights/index.html%3Fp=52.html

Consumer debt collection practices
This discussion is about how creditors and debt collectors can act to get consumers to pay overdue credit
card, medical, student loan, auto or other loans in the US. The people discussing a sharing their opinion
about the way information about debt is collected. Some people have their own business for collecting
debts, some have experienced abusive methods for debt collection, such as constant calling or violation of
data privacy.

You can have a look on the platform and the discussion about regulating con-
sumer debt collection practices via this link: http://www.regulationroom.org/rules/
consumer-debt-collection-practices-anprm/

Change my View
This is an online platform where a person presents an argument for a specific view. Other people can
convince the person from the opposite view. The issue is always stated as the first sentence of the
contribution. (see figure 8)

DISCLAIMER: Some of the topics discussed can include violence, suicide or rape. As the issue is
always stated as the first sentence you can skip annotating the comment.
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Figure 8: change my view: If the source is change my view (orange) the issue is always stated as the first sentence
of the contribution (green)

NYT Comments
This data contains user comments extracted from newspaper articles related to the discourse about
veganism. Veganism is discussed with regards to various aspects: ethical considerations, animal rights,
climate change and sustainability, food industry etc.

Annotation: Experience
Each document may contain several experiences. Make sure you have selected the layer personal
experience (compare figure 11) Read the whole contribution and decide whether it contains personal
experiences. Mark all spans in the text that mention or describes an experience. It is possible that there
are several experiences. It is also possible that there is no experience, then you can directly click on finish
document (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Document view: Click finish document after you are done with the annotation.

A span describing an experience can cross sentence boundaries. If you are unsure about the exact
boundaries, mark a little more rather than less. If an experience is distributed across spans, e.g. you feel
like the experience is split up into parts and there are some irrelevant parts in between, still mark the whole
experience, containing the spitted sub-spans and the irrelevant span in between. You should annotate 8
properties of each experience. Each property has more detailed guidelines and examples that should help
you to annotate:

1. Experience Type: does the contribution contain a story or experiential knowledge?

2. Hypothetical: is the story hypothetical?

3. Protagonist: who is the main character / ’the experiencer’?

4. Proximity: is it a first-hand or second-hand experience?

5. Argumentative Function: what is the argumentative function of the experience?

6. Emotional Load: is the experience framed in an emotional tone?

7. Effectiveness of the experience: does the experience make the contribution more effective?

The order in which you annotate these is your own choice (some may find it easier to decide about the
function of the experience first, others may want to start with main character). You can do it in the way
that is easiest for you to annotate it and you can also do it differently for different experiences.

If there are specific words in the comment that triggered your decision to mark something as an
experience, please select them by using the layer hints. Mark a word that you found being an indicator for
your decision and press h to select it as a hint (compare Figure 10). You can mark as many words as you
want but if there are no specific words that you found indicative, there is no need to mark anything.

Experience Type
There are two different types of experiences, one is story and the other is experiential knowledge.
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Figure 10: hints: mark all words of a contribution that you would consider as being indicators for stories or
experiences using the layer hints.

STORY

Is the author recounting a specific situation that happened in the past and is this situation being acted
out, that is, is a chain of specific events being recounted? Does the narrative have something like an
introduction, a middle section*, or a conclusion, this can for example be structured through the use of
temporal adverbs, such as "once upon a time", "at the end", "at that time", "on X I was"...?

Example C.1. I think the new law on extended opening hours on Sundays has advantages. Once my
mother-in-law had announced herself in the morning for a short visit. I went directly to the supermarket,
which was still open. Could buy all the ingredients for the cake and then home, the cake quickly in the
oven. In the end, my mother in law was thrilled, and I was glad that I could still buy something that day.

The person from the example narrates a concrete example. The experience follows a plot which is
stressed by the temporal adverbs that structure the story-line (once, in the end).

EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE

The speakers use experiential knowledge to support a statement, without creating an alternate scene and
narration. In contrast to story complex narratives, information is presented without a story-line evolving
in time and space. The author makes a more general statement about having experience or mentions the
experience but does not recount it from beginning to the end. It is not retelling an entire story line.

Example C.2. As a teacher I have often seen how neglected children cause problems in the classroom.

In this example it becomes clear that the author has experiences because of being a teacher but these
are not explicitly recounted. Figure 11 shows an example in inception with two different experiences and
how to select the Experience Type for the second experience.

Figure 11: Document view: Annotate experience type for the layer personal experience

Keep in mind that length is not necessarily an indicator for a story but the main criterion is whether the
experience is about a concrete event: I flew from England to New Zealand and had to share my seat with
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my 3-year old child. should be annotated as STORY, whereas Whenever I fly I have to share my seat with
my 3-year old child should be marked as EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE.

Notes for clarification:

Figure 12: hypothetical: set this filed to ’yes’ if the story or experience is clearly invented / made up / hypothetical.

A sequence/span should be annotated as experience if ...:

• ... the subject of the experience is someone else e.g. "A friend of mine works in a bar and she always
complains about..."

• ... the recounted event did not happen, e.g. "I’ve been to McDonald’s several times and I’ve never
had problems with my stomach after I ate there."

• ... the story is a hypothetical story but only if it is clear that it is based on some experience, e.g.
("sitting next to a dog would scare and frighten me a lot") but not ("sitting next to a dog can scare or
frighten people". In this case set the property hypothetical to yes (compare Figure 12).)

A sequence/span should not be annotated as experience if ...:

• ... the speaker has information from a non-human source, e.g. I read in a book that people do X....

• ... the experience is just a discussion about people having a certain opinion, e.g. my friends think that
X should not be done... should not be marked as an experience, but my friend told me, she had an
accident where... should be marked as experience.

Protagonist

Who is the story / experience about?

• INDIVIDUAL The main character of the experience is / are individuals.

• GROUP The main characters of the experience is a group of people.

• NON-HUMAN The main character is a non-human, for example an institution, a company or a country.

You should always annotate Protagonist1. This is the main character /experiencer. If there is more than one
main character occurring in the experience that differs in the label (e.g. there is a group and in individual)
use Protagonist2 to be able to identify two different main characters. Otherwise set Protagonist2 to NONE.

Notes for clarification:

• a GROUP is defined as a collective of several people that have a sense of unity and share similar
characteristics (e.g. values, nationality, interests). Annotate the main character as a GROUP if the
group is explicitly described or labelled with a name that expresses their group identity (e.g. ’the
vegans’, ’the dutch’, ’the victims’, ’the immigrants’, ’the children’)
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Proximity to the narrator

• FIRST-HAND The author has the experience themselves

• SECOND-HAND The author knows someone who had the experience

• OTHER The authors do not explicitly state that they know the participants of the experience or that
they had the experience themselves

Argumentative functions
In this step you will annotate the argumentative function of a story. The functions have been introduced
by (Maia et al., 2020) who investigated how rational reason-giving and telling stories and personal
experiences influence the discussion in different contexts. Read the text you marked as being the personal
experience and decide on one of the following functions. If you cannot understand the function of the
experience or story in the context of the argument, select UNCLEAR.

CLARIFICATION

Through the story or personal experience in the argument, the authors clarify what position they take on
the topic under discussion. The personal experience clarifies the motivation for an opinion or supports the
argument of the discourse participant.

Example C.3. As someone who grew up in nature and then moved to the city, I think the nature park
should definitely be free. I think it is necessary to be able to to retreat to nature when you live in such a
large city.

The story or personal experience can help the discourse participant to identify with existing groups
(pointing out commonalities) or to stand out from them (pointing out differences).

Example C.4. As an athlete, I definitely rely on the supplemental vitamins, so I benefit from a regulation
that will make them available in supermarkets. I take about 5 different ones a day, so I am slightly above
what the average consumer takes.

The story or personal experience can illustrate how a rule or law or certain aspects of the discourse
topic effect everyday life.

Example C.5. I tried a new counter like this last week. You have to enter your name and then answer a
few questions. The price is calculated automatically. So for me the new counters worked pretty well, I’m
happy.

ESTABLISH BACKGROUND

The participants mention experiential knowledge or share a story to emphasize that they are an ’expert’
in the field or that they have the background to be able to reason about a problem. The goal can be to
strengthen their credibility.

Example C.6. I’m a swim trainer. I have worked in the Sacramento Swimming Pool for 5 years, both
with children and young adults. Parents shouldn’t be allowed to participate at the training sessions, they
put too much pressure on the kids sometimes.

DISCLOSURE OF HARM

A negative experience is reported that was either made by the discourse participants themselves or that they
can testify to and casts the experiencer as a victim. The experience highlights injustice or disadvantage.
For example, the negative experience may describe some form of discrimination, oppression, violation of
rights, exploitation, or stigmatization.

Example C.7. When I’m out with white friends, I’m often the only one asked for ID by the police. And
if you say something against it, they take you to the police station. I often feel so powerless.

Example C.8. When my friend told them at work that he can no longer work so many hours because of
his burn out, they asked him why he was so lazy. He told me that hurts a lot and now he doesn’t dare to
talk about it openly.
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SEARCH FOR SOLUTION

A positive experience is reported that can serve as an example of how a particular rule can be implemented
or adapted. It may indicate suggestions of what should or should not be done to achieve a solution to the
problem. The experience may indicate a compromise.

Example C.9. When I was at this restaurant and they introduced the new regulation that you have to give
your address and your name once you enter the restaurant, the owner of this place gave a QR-code at the
entrance which you could just scan and it would automatically fill in your details. I think this can save a
lot of time.

Decision Rules:

• If you cannot decide between an experience being CLARIFICATION or ESTABLISH BACKGROUND, pick
ESTABLISH BACKGROUND.

• If you cannot decide between an experience being DISCLOSURE OF HARM or CLARIFICATION, pick
DISCLOSURE OF HARM.

• If you are uncertain about CLARIFICATION or SEARCH FOR SOLUTION select SEARCH FOR SOLUTION.

It can happen that an experience needs to be split into two parts because the parts have different functions.
If so, split the experience into several parts and mark each with the corresponding function, e.g. [1]:I
used to go to the cinema in town quite often[2]:Since they changed the program to more alternative movies,
I stopped going there. I prefer mainstream over arthouse. Part [1] should be annotated as ESTABLISH
BACKGROUND and part [2] as CLARIFICATION.

Emotional load

Assess the emotional load of the experience / story and rate it with one of the following levels:

• LOW

• MEDIUM

• HIGH

As a reference level have a look at the following examples, one experience for each level of emotional
load.

LOW:

Example C.10. In my country we have a tax that regulates selling and buying alcohol and tobacco in
order to prevent to reduce the consumption of these.

MEDIUM:

Example C.11. My friend told me she went to the new cinema in the city center the other day and she
was like super impressed about the selection of different popcorn flavours they had. She told me they even
have salted caramel, which is my favourite flavour. A ban on selling flavoured popcorn would diminish
the fun of going to the cinema.

HIGH:

Example C.12. I was riding my bike and suddenly this dog came from behind and jumped at my bike
like crazy. I screamed and was terrified, but the owner just said "he does nothing, he just wants to play".
After that, I no longer dared to go to this park.
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Effectiveness of the experience
Do you think the story or the experience supports the argument of the author and makes the contribution
stronger? Rate the effectiveness of the experience within the argument on a scale from ’low’ to ’high’.

• LOW

• MEDIUM

• HIGH

Try to asses this regardless of whether you agree with the author’s position, but rather whether the story /
experience helps you better understand the author’s perspective.
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